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INTRODUCTION
Forex trading is the greatest game on earth. I
know basketball and football and all the major
sports and hobbies think they have this title all
to themselves but it’s simply not true. If you’re
reading this, then you know what I’m talking
about. Very rarely it seems do we get the
chance to compete against ourselves and
measure progress in growth over long periods
of time. Running, lifting weights, and other
various activities provide some of this but it
still doesn’t match up to trading. Trading is so
big, the opponent is not one person or one
team, it’s a collective psychology and that
makes it the most difficult competition I’ve
1
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ever faced. I was and still am an athlete and
have never faced anything like this. I have
joined someone else’s game and they make the
rules. It’s my job to compete against myself
using their rules. It’s different than anything
else in the world.
Maybe you have been trading for a while and
have had mixed results or maybe you’re brand
new to trading and you still feel like it’s some
deep, dark secret that you don’t tell anyone
about because when you do, the only response
is “why don’t you just get a lottery ticket or go
to Vegas. It’s the same thing right? At least you
would get a vacation out of it that way…” All I
can say is, who cares what they think. Who are
“they,” anyway? I would bet that when it
comes to your trading, sometimes you win and
it keeps you going and then sometimes you
lose and it makes you question why you ever
got into this game in the first place. And then
sometimes we have those losses that force us
to put down trading for a while all together
and go find gainful employment to rebuild our
2
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stake. Jesse Livermore, widely considered one
of the greatest traders of all time did exactly
this, several times. Zero to millions to zeroes
again, and then he would start over and get his
millions back.
The world of trading is not a place for
indecision or wavering convictions. The
markets are like a bully or a shark, once they
smell weakness or blood, they will attack with
full force and take everything they possibly can
from you. I believe after reading
“Reminiscence of a Stock Operator,” Livermore
survived and was successful simply because he
never lost confidence in the belief that given
even a small account and some time he would
be successful again.
I have taken inspiration and training from
many sources along the way. You should too.
Don’t let anyone’s opinion on trading
(including my own) ever be your final story.
Find your own voice and your own words to
describe what trading is to you. Start a blog.
3
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Put it on Twitter. Let people into your trading
world. To this day, when someone asks me
what I do, I still have to make a conscious
decision to tell them about my trading. I don’t
know why it’s taboo but it is. Tell the world, tell
your world that it will now play by your rules.
Trading is hard. It’s the hardest thing I’ve ever
attempted. I’m not here to say it’s easy or that
if you follow my rules you will never lose again
and your kids will always get along and your
dog will only use the neighbor’s yard to do its
business from now on. Bullcrap! It’s hard. Deal
with it or do something easier. This book will
make it easier by hopefully helping with
mindsets and showing some new principles,
but it won’t make it 100% easy all the time.
So what am I trying to accomplish by telling
you this? This is not a product that can be sold
or a video that can be watched. And this is
definitely not a comprehensive look into the
inventory mindset or the inventory business
model but hopefully it gives you some food for
4
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thought.
What I hope this can do though is bring you
freedom from wrong mindsets, and invalidate
some of the common ways of thinking about
trading that are so pervasive and are generally
accepted as the “gospel truth” in the trading
world.
This book is about a way to trade that will give
you back your decision making powers and
fight with the markets at their own game. This
is how I got free from greed and fear and
opened my eyes to an ability to make money
consistently. This ideology will change your
trading life and will open doors to sustained
profitability. My hope is that you will read the
book and let it sink in for a while.
I am passionate about shedding new light on
an old subject and hopefully I can help bring a
fresh perspective to something that presents
itself as impossible and out of the reach –
trading for a living.
5
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Thanks again for taking the time and spending
the money and time to read this book. I
sincerely hope it opens new doors for you in
your trading.
Shonn
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION TO
THE INVENTORY MINDSET
First things first. Managing inventory is not so
much of a “trading system” in the classic sense
of the phrase, so if you have come here looking
for a new set of magic indicators, you might be
disappointed.
FX inventory trading is a set of principles and
I have my own way of trading, my own rules,
money management, and risk management
that I apply these principals to.
This is simply an ideology, or a mindset, more
7
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than a steadfast set of indicators or rules. This
way of thinking, this management system can
really be applied to any trading system or style
as it has no set of rules for what you must do to
get into or out of a trade. I have my own
preferred way of entering, managing and
exiting trades that I will discuss later but ideas
like small trade size and understanding
drawdown and patience can be successfully
translated to many different trading methods.
But it does have an overriding set of principles,
the same principles that apply to all retail
businesses. Here’s one to start, simply put:
The Principle of all Inventory Trading
Principles:
Don’t put anything on your shelf you won’t be
able to sell (or get rid of) in the future, at a
profit.
In other words, don’t ever get into any trade
unless you are confident you will later be able
8
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to get back out at a profit. Also, never take
trades that you are not willing to work your
way out of. Work the trades. Get the cash.
Whatever system you choose to make the
decisions to “put trades on your shelves” is
fine. Just know that you have to move it (turn
your inventory) later on. This is work. It’s
continual time, money, and shelf space
management and there are times when you
have to hustle to make some sales and just get
out at even just to have the opportunity to go
get some other inventory.
There are the three additional core principles
for running fx inventory. I will go into great
detail as we get into later chapters but here
they are:
1) Purchasing and debt;
2) Patience and the sales process;
3) Turns of inventory and offloading into
demand
These principles of inventory trading directly
9
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relate to that first, primary principle: you have
to offload any inventory you bring on
board. These are the supporting details for the
big main principle.
If you can grasp the main principle and put it
at the forefront of your mind as you trade, and
learn these three corollary concepts and apply
them, I believe you will find more peace and
profitability in any kind of trading you pursue
for the rest of your life.
Where did this idea come from?
It should be obvious that I am not reinventing
the wheel with this idea. The idea of stores and
retail sales and inventory is thousands of years
old.
The innovative angle here is that I am applying
the theories of these age old retail business
models to FX trading (which brokers have
already been doing all along). So maybe
somehow I’m exposing the Wizard behind the
10
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curtain. I sure hope so, anyway.
When you get right down to it trading FX and a
retail store can operate on the same basic
principles: buy inventory cheap, add time or
value to the inventory, and then sell it back for
a profit. The idea of inventory, retail, and
trading permeate our everyday life and are on
display every time I make a trip to the mall or
any number of other stores you may frequent.
When I am at these stores, questions race
through my mind:
How do they purchase this inventory?
How does it get here?
How do they get paid and what kind of margins
do they make?
Businesses as simple as a hotdog stand or as
complicated as a big box retailer have to
answer these questions. The same principles
govern any and all businesses that sell “stuff”
to people or to other businesses.
Have you ever thought about the business
11
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model when you went into a store? In a past
life, I worked as an analyst for a mergers and
acquisitions firm here in Colorado Springs.
These were the kinds of questions I had to ask
of many different types of businesses. Only
once I started asking these questions about
“real world businesses” did I find the strong
correlation between trading FX and stocking
shelves.
Relevance of Inventory and the Retail
Model to Trading
I believe this “inventory mindset” has several
advantages to the traditional trade
management ideas out there today. Here are a
few highlights.
The death of false precision: later on, I’ll talk
a lot more about this. Stop trying to be perfect
and Stop trying to prove you’re right. The
charts never have and never will behave in a
manner that calls for precision. Free yourself
from that need to precisely perform or prove
12
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something and you will be well on your way to
becoming the trader you want to be. If there is
one idea in this book I hope you will grasp
and keep, it is that you can free yourself
from the burden of trying to be right
immediately or all the time. False precision
requires no losers. Professional trading
requires loss management strategies to
handle your trades.
Elimination of mentally taxing stop losses:
With inventory trading, traditional stop outs
are replaced by a vigilant and purposeful trade
management system that turns losses into
winners over time. We can do this because we
stop thinking about trades as individual
chances to prove ourselves right, and start
thinking about each trade as inventory that
will eventually be moved at a price higher, or
lower, than we entered.
Harness the power of drawdown: Being a
retail trader is no different than being the
owner of any other business. To own our
13
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reward, we must own our risk and to do that,
every business owner must properly manage
their debt and leverage. Get over it – you have
to sometimes experience drawdown (debt)
during your trading, and if you are trying to
avoid it at all costs, you are probably getting
frustrated as you see trades that you closed
turn very profitable later on.
I hope this gives some foundational
perspective of where I’m trying to go. Let’s
jump in.
.
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CHAPTER 2:
THE RETAIL BUSINESS MINDSET
Retail Business Model Basics
I quickly want to lay the groundwork here.
Trading is a business. And to operate your
trading business, with you as the CEO, you’re
going to need a business model.
But what is a business model and why does it
matter to an FX trader? Professor Michael
Rappa of North Carolina State University
describes a business model this way1:

1

The entire article can be found at:
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“In the most basic sense, a business
model is the method of doing
business by which a company can
sustain itself -- that is, generate
revenue. The business model spellsout how a company makes money by
specifying where it is positioned in the
value chain.”

Shortly put, a business model is how a
company makes money. The author continues:

“Some models are quite simple. A
company produces a good or service
and sells it to customers. If all goes
well, the revenues from sales exceed
the cost of operation and the
company realizes a profit. Other
models can be more intricately
woven.”

http://digitalenterprise.org/models/models.html
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What is the business model in retail
businesses?
Let’s visualize this for a second. Close your
eyes and picture the last time you were at a
store, any store. Grocery, clothes, shoes,
whatever. Ask yourself these questions:
 How did all of this get here?
 What decision went into putting this
item on the shelf vs. another similar
item that has a different brand name?
 How do stores make money off these
products?
 How often do these items need to be
restocked? What are some factors that
would limit that store from making
money on a particular product?
 Are they selling big ticket items or small
products as this would determine how
17
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long they are willing to wait, the amount
of cash needed up front to fund the
inventory, and most importantly, how
many turns on that inventory they are
expecting?
If the store has 1,000 small inexpensive items,
they would want to turn that inventory (get rid
of it) and then restock the shelves more times
in a year than a store that has fewer, more
expensive items. Why? Because they have to
make money! They have to sell a lot of little
(usually lower profit margin) items (many
times over) during the year to make enough
money to stay in business. In Contrast, more
expensive items bring higher profit margins
therefore have less need to turn as much
inventory to make the same or better profit
margins.
These are all questions that retailers have to
ask and as you work your way into viewing
your trades as inventory, you will be asking
yourself much the same questions about the
18
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trades you’re holding. Am I a high turn low
margin trader that turns 20 mini lots in a day
or do I try and find that one spot and put a full
standard or two on and trust that I will make
my margin on that one piece of inventory?
Now, take a deeper dive with me into what
retailers do.2
What’s the retailers’ job?
Job #1: Know who you’re selling to. No retail
store in the world will have a clue what to put
on their shelves if they do not first identify
their market. They have to gain a deep
understanding of the profile of their customer.
Then they need to make sure they remain
informed about changes in their best
customers’ tastes, needs, desires, and so forth.
2

For those of you who are retail business experts, I do realize

that I am leaving out the discussion of supply chain
management – the journey of the products from the
manufacturer to the retailer. That’s because we don’t have a
supply chain in trading.
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They have to understand brand presence and
price sensitivities and they have their fingers
on the pulse of the market. If the mood or the
sentiment changes, they have to anticipate it
and move with it. This is different for different
kinds of retailers as well. Grocery stores don’t
have to test the market very much. They are
relatively confident that food will be
mankind’s choice of what to eat for the
foreseeable future so they have to focus on
what we will eat. Clothing retailers on the
other hand, look at the variables they have to
anticipate. Weather, season, style, trend. (I
hope they have a sweet moving average cross
system to anticipate these events...)
I just want you to remember that a store is
constantly reassessing what their customers
will purchase and I will show you later on in
the trading chapter that it is imperative for us
as traders to do the same.
Job #2: Know the products available to you.
In today’s world, a retailer has access to
20
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virtually every kind of product they could ever
imagine from all over the world. There is no
limit to what can be bought and sold. Just log
onto Alibaba.com – in fifteen minutes you can
order custom underwear with your name
printed on it, or (really) buy 1,000 toilets with
cup holders. If it doesn’t yet exist, there are
hundreds of manufacturers waiting to make it
for you. Producers and suppliers are begging
for the attention of large retail outlets because
they want the opportunity to place their
products on prime shelf space (whether that
shelf space is physical or virtual). Retailers
must know what is available to them and how
the associated costs of that product will impact
their business.
Job #3: Stocking the Shelves. This is the
culmination of the first two points. First we
figured out who our customers would likely
be, what brands they prefer, what price point
they are comfortable with, what types of food
or clothes are necessary or are popular in that
part of the world. Then we learned about what
21
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products were available to us to stock our
shelves with and what it would cost to put that
product on the shelf. Maybe think about it this
way. The retailer is doing what the producer
shouldn’t. The retailer acts as the middle man,
the market maker in essence, for the producer.
The retailer connects a consumer with the
needed products and lets the producer focus
on doing what they are good at. See Below

A retailer must make conscious decisions as to
what types of inventory and when to put that
inventory on their shelves. As the middle man,
the retailer makes this decision with input
from the producer on price and availability as
well as from the consumer on price point
acceptance and product preferences.
22
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Why Do I Have To Buy My Swimsuits in
February?
The idea behind why retailers stock next
season’s clothes so early has helped my
trading immensely. Have you ever noticed that
you can tell what the next season coming up is
by walking into your local clothing store? Ever
notice that swim wear and shorts come out in
March and fall jackets hit the racks in July? Has
it ever confused you when you want to go buy
some summer clothes in August and all you
can find is leftovers because the store has all of
their jackets and jeans taking up their shelve
space? Why is that?
(Note: Please Pay close attention to this
because this idea alone, if it’s all you take away
from this book, has the potential to change the
way you trade and bring freedom to the
pressure always having to time everything
perfectly).
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There are two reasons a retailer stocks next
season’s clothing during the current season: #1
To sell summer clothes in summer and fall
clothes in fall – that’s too late. You have
missed the rush of customers that want to get
their new clothes for summer. Summer is
happening, and thoughts of summer clothes
and more importantly the actions necessary to
get the clothes to participate in summer are
done. Taken care of. People are thinking about
wearing them, not shopping for them.
And here’s reason #2: when do retailers get
the best price? Before the season starts, and
before they know for sure if those clothes are
going to sell. Summer clothes are expensive for
retailers to buy in summer. The window of
demand is small, the options are narrow, and
the suppliers aren’t making them anymore.
And it seems like every year, this cycle gets
earlier and earlier.
Let that sink in for a minute…
Now think about it when it comes to your
24
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trading. Here is the main point I want you to
take away, and I go into this in much more
detail down the road, but I want you to be free
from the burden of false precision, so here it is:

It’s good to be early into your trade.

“Early” is precisely the point where you will
get the best prices. I want you to think about
buying the EURCAD in a down trend - and the
drawdown that is possibly going to result from
that decision. That’s exactly the same way a
retailer thinks when she’s buying swimsuits in
December. The drawdown on capital, the
patience for demand, and the offloading when
the customer shows up in masses is exactly
how I think about my trading. Unfortunately, I
probably just gave you a good reason to read
no farther in this book. If you can embrace that
concept, I’ve done the work I set out to do and
you will hopefully be a better trader for it.
25
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If I want to own an inventory of trades, I want
to own them early so that they are cheaper and
that way, when demand hits, I have a good
shelf of trades to sell (or buy) back into the
market.
Turning Inventory
Many retail businesses judge their success by
“turns of inventory” over time. No retailer is
happy with inventory that sits on their shelves
for long periods of time. There is no turn. Why
is that bad?
Two reasons. First, the debt on the inventory.
That product is tying up capital that could be
used for new inventory that would turn faster
and produce a profit. All profits lose value over
time and as we will see, profits from fast
turning inventory help reduce exposure to
losses on longer term inventory.
Second, and this is important - shelf space.
That product is taking up valuable space
26
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where other, more desirable products could be
placed and sold and make more timely profits.
It's no different for a trader! If that inventory
was sold or bought at the “wrong price”, I will
get weary of having it on my shelf and it will
cost me in more ways than one. Traders who
don’t turn their inventory of trades experience
actual cash loss, shrinking purchasing power,
mental capital loss, just like a short-sighted
retailer who fails to turn his inventory. Again,
the same principals dictate the outcome
regardless of whether it’s a shoe store or a my
FX account. If products stagnate, the model is
wrong and the business will close.
Another major problem for retailers is
balancing their inventory between expensive
items that are higher priced and take longer to
move versus cheaper items that will move
faster and use less capital for investment but
require much more volume movement to
make a difference in the total revenue. If the
expensive items sit on shelves for too long, it’s
27
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huge problem because of the amount of the
money tied up in the product. If the less
expensive items sit on the shelves, it doesn’t
hurt as bad in the patience phase but the
return when they do get sold is muted as well.
Plain and simple, the more money that is tied
up in one item as a percentage of your entire
ability to purchase, the harder it will be to
survive. Let’s put this in trading terms real
quick. If I have a 10k account and I go buy one
standard lot of EURUSD, what is that going to
feel like and more importantly, how will it
cause me to act? With patience and clarity?
Maybe not. Well I guess if it goes directly into
profit, no problem. You've made money and
maybe formed a bad habit to work on later. But
what if it goes the opposite direction? Now I’m
stuck, and I don’t have as much margin to make
other trades. I’ve just tied my hands with a big
ticket item, and I have to move that item – turn
that expensive inventory – before I can trade
again.
This is a dilemma every inventory trader must
28
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face. What am I trying to sell? Can my store
make it as a dollar store with the stated
business plan of “move as much inventory as
possible, because we have to turn it once a
month” or does your store operate by buying
and selling fewer, larger items?
If you take the second approach – buying fewer
items for a higher price, you are not going to
turn your inventory or close your trades as
quickly. If you were a store, you might say, “We
understand that we have to pick out spots to
buy much differently than the dollar store. We
can afford to buy less frequently from our
suppliers, but we cannot afford to get a bad
price for what we bring into the warehouse.”
The pressing question then becomes, can that
inventory sit on your shelf for an extended
period of time and not cause one of the
following big problems faced by a manager of
big ticket inventory.
The Big Inventory Problems
29
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Depleted purchasing ability. If a retailer has
no cash on hand to keep the inventory cycle
moving, they are bankrupt. Can you see how
this relates to making huge trades, and losing
your power to make any other trades?
Stagnation. It’s a weird phenomenon that
happens when our trades get to big. We stop
hustling and trying to play the game. We stop
trading and start hoping this big trade will be
the lottery ticket, even though we have made
thousands of pips and dollars turning
inventory on smaller trades. It is not
uncommon to see a trader, who has been very
successful turning small trade inventory, start
losing money as soon as she increases her
trade size. Why? She has gotten greedy and
quickly gets stuck in a bad trade, and loses
hope, sits frightened on the sidelines, and
watches the market pass her by. By the time
she has the courage to get back in, she has
missed some very profitable moves – or in
other words, she has “missed her chance to
30
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buy next season’s inventory.” Can you imagine
if a major department store stocked only last
year’s items? They would go out of business
fast.
Stare-ocus syndrome. Now I’m no doctor but
I have diagnosed this in myself several times.
It’s the stare and focus syndrome. As an
example, let’s say I get a new storefront on my
local main street and I put a sign up outside
that says “Shoe Store” and I go about the
business of making my shop into a place to sell
shoes. After I hire some salespeople, get a cash
register, and all that setup stuff, it’s time to
stock the shoe inventory.
I start calling the distributors and start looking
for best pricing and making a plan for what
shoes I want on the shelves. I determine that
my neighborhood would respond well to dress
shoes for work, because I am right next to the
train station and people go to work in the city.
So I have a plan – to stock dress shoes and
maybe some casual items.
31
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And then it happens. All the prep and planning
go out the window. I get distracted.
A sales rep for a major sports shoe wholesaler
calls me and says he has twenty pair of vintage
Michael Jordan basketball shoes. They are
expensive. But they are so nice. I mean, really
nice. And they will make me look really, really
good. And I have always loved these shoes, and
to have 20 pair in stock, well, that’s just
amazing!
I start to tell myself, “Dude, if I just get these
and can sell them, I will have a sweet profit and
will go buy more inventory. I know I know it’s
not the original plan, but it feels right, and it’s
just one time and then I’m back on track with
the plan.”
So I spend all of my investment capital on 20
pairs of the same pairs of shoes. And the day
finally comes, the shoes are in and they are on
the shelf. Customers come by after they get off
32
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the train, after work, looking for dress shoes,
but I have to turn them away. My store actually
looks really dumb because I only have one kind
of shoe in stock. Customers start to think of the
store as a museum. Kids come in to look at the
shoes but they can’t afford to buy them.
Day after day I wait and no one wants to buy
my expensive shoes. Stress builds up, cash
flow is needed to pay the bills and then it
happens: I get stare-ocus syndrome. I focus so
intently on getting rid of these shoes that I
cannot think about anything else.
I get a bench and I sit down right next to them
and stare at them like looking at these damn
shoes any harder will change the fact that I
have no capital left to diversify my product
offering and I am now at the mercy of getting
some famous person who collects these shoes
to come through my small town and
conveniently be in need of a few pairs of shoes.
Ever done this with a trade? I have. I’ve traded
33
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size that was too big, and all I could do was
stare at my charts and practice the Jedi mind
meld trick to try and get the market, the
customers, to do what I wanted them to do?
Yes, I’ve done that. It didn’t work.
Let’s wrap this up. What’s the moral of the
story?
1) Retailers are market makers. They connect
producers to consumers and get paid for their
efforts.
2) Don’t be afraid to be early and experience
drawdown. All retailers are forced to endure
this and it’s a proven way to make money. Just
make sure you know there will a market for
that inventory somewhere down the road.
And last of all,
3) Diversify your inventory. Trade more than
just one financial instrument. Don’t get locked
into an idea, a sure thing, that is definitely
34
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going to work (it won’t). Don’t get a case of
stare-ocus syndrome. It can bankrupt your
business.
Next, I want to get a little more focused on how
the “money flow model” works for a retailer –
and how it can work for you, too.
.
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CHAPTER 3:
FINANCING THE RETAIL MODEL
So every business has a financial model that it
operates under as well as a strategic model
which we learned about in the last chapter.
Money is a tool and models help qualify and
quantify the use of that tool. Here is the basic
model of the way money “flows” in a retail
business (image on next page).

36
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Think of this model as a river. A river of money.
That’s a nice image, isn’t it?
Every day, a retailer takes a drawdown to
order new inventory. Every day, there is
current inventory on the shelves that was
purchased, is incurring a drawdown, and is
ready for a spike in demand. The spike in
demand is the best environment for turning
your inventory, but you must own the
37
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inventory before the spike. And every day,
some piece of inventory that has been sitting
on the shelves, incurring drawdown, is getting
sold. It pays back the drawdown, pays the shop
owner for the patience and foresight, and then
that money usually turns around and starts the
cycle all over again.
That’s the “flow” of money in a retail business.
To contrast this model, let’s talk about a
service-based business. This could be window
cleaning, accounting, legal services, or
anything that is billed by the hour.
I once owned and operated a service business
and it didn’t blatantly require step one or two
(debt or patience). My business didn’t require
many supplies so my drawdown was very
minimal and when I worked, I got paid
immediately in most cases. I never had to be
patient in waiting to get paid. The “inventory”
was my labor, and once that labor was
expended, I got compensated. I was paid for
38
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my labor, not because I had a warehouse full of
inventory.
Think of a lawn mowing business. Does it need
to incur debt? Perhaps, to buy some
equipment. But that equipment is a long-term
investment – that investment pays out again
and again. A service business is built on the
premise that you can keep selling the same
inventory (labor and equipment) again and
again. Maybe you have some employees, but
that’s not debt, that’s just payments you have
to make on payroll days. So the debt part is
minimal and is not constant or recurring.
Trading effectively depends on our ability to
think of what we do as a retail business, not a
service business. Trading causes debt and
potential drawdown every time we push the
button. In trading as we discussed earlier, we
must be early to the game to get the best prices
so patience is a requirement. And as for profit,
we sell our already owned inventory of
currency back into demand as it rises. It has
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taken me some time and reworking of my
brain to understand and accept these
differences and embrace this new way of
“doing business.” Because it can be confusing
at first, I want to spend a little more time
discussing these elements of the model in
depth and attempt to relate them to trading.
Debt
Retailers go into debt, or drawdown, to
purchase their inventory. So do traders.
Retailers have to sit on that debt for months as
their never ending rotation continues. Traders
may not need to sit for months but do we need
to sit for a day? A week maybe? Absolutely. We
have to anticipate the buying or selling of a
currency pair the same way a retailer
anticipates what inventory will be needed for
the next season or the next holiday. We may,
no we will, have to endure the same draw
down and uses of capital that a retailer would
have to withstand. So because of this, we know
the products on their shelves were not
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purchased this week. They were most likely
bought and paid for months ago and just now
they have the opportunity to make their
drawdown back and make a profit. The retail
model, once again, goes like this: a store has a
pile of cash, like our trading account. It buys
inventory to put on its shelves and uses a mix
of its cash reserves and debt (or leverage) to
buy that inventory. And then the store gets
paid when it sells that product back to
someone else for more than they paid for it.
They have what we as traders refer to as
drawdown but what they refer to as operating
costs or operating debt.
Trading with Drawdown.
Why is drawdown always looked at as such a
negative thing? Why is it always the most final
and damaging thing to an account? It comes
down to trade size, probably, but it’s more
than that.
I started off my trading career by being
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introduced to robot trading, or Expert
Advisors (EA). They make it sound so formal.
“Yes I will be employing my expert advisor in
my trading platform today.” OHHHHHHH you
know an expert? And she gives you advice!?
Wow. Ya. It’s silly but that’s how I see people
treat these algorithms. Turn on EA, turn off
trading brain. What seems to happen is the art
of trading is lost and psychological fluctuations
are forced to become scientific occurrences.
They aren’t. They are the mob. Does a shoe
store have an algorithm for shoe inventory? I
doubt it. Trends, fashion, seasons, they always
change. So a robot purchasing and selling
shoes would probably hurt that business more
than help it. Just a guess…
In my days of testing and studying these
trading tools I found that one of the key
components to how well a robot worked was
the minimization of drawdown. What does
that mean? To be a little blunt that means that
you don’t have to run your trading like a
business and you have to get used to having to
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spend money to make money!
Retail Numbers
How much does it cost a retailer to make a
hundred dollars and how much drawdown do
they endure? Let’s do some quick and dirty
math. Let’s say Walmart has 1,000 toddler
swimming pools on their shelves.

Walmart has a purchasing agreement with
Kiddie Poolz, Inc., the manufacturer, to buy
these for $7 each.
On top of that, these pools (or poolz) have to
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be shipped to the stores requiring fuel and
labor costs and then - once at the store Walmart must pay labor and energy costs,
otherwise known as logistics costs, to just get
the product to the shelves.3
The math works like this: 1,000 Poolz for $7
each = $7,000.
Add shipping and labor of $500, divided by
1,000 Poolz = $.50 per product.
So now total cost of each Pool is $7.50.
Add labor and energy to get the product to the
shelf of $400/1,000 =$.40 per product
bringing the total cost to get a Pool to the
shelves of $7.90.
So, before Walmart has even been given the
opportunity to make a profit they are $7,900
dollars in “debt.”
3

I know that this is a simplistic example.
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So what can they sell them for? Normal retail
margins are somewhere between 5-15% so
let’s just take the middle of that and call it 10%
profit margin. Final tally on cost is $7.90.
10% markup puts retail price of the item at
$8.69 item gives them $.79 profit per item.
Total sales revenue would be $8,690 with net
profit of about $790. They have to sell 129
items to make $100 and in the meantime, they
went through over $7,000 of drawdown
(initial investment) to make that money.
Why the heck should we think we are any
different!? Our drawdown is our debt. We have
hundreds or thousands of dollars of
drawdowns depending on our account size
and then as demand for one of our items rises,
we unload it into that demand, pay off our
debt, and take our profit. Traders are not
above the governing laws of economics and
business. “It takes money to make money,”
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they say. Yep. It does. So don’t think you’re
above that and that you can be perfect and that
your business, your trading business will
always throw money at you and never require
you make an investment.
This just made me think of an old South Park
episode. I never watched the show personally
but a friend of mine a long time ago was a
religious follower. They had a business idea to
make money off of selling underpants. Here is
a picture of their actual business model

I love this. They just wanted to collect
underpants, and get paid. There was no
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thought put into how does our business work?
Who are our customers? How do I actually
make money from my business? Sometimes I
think that’s how we as traders express our
trading business model when we first start out.
1) Put money in a trading acct
3) Profit.
What’s #2? It’s missing for a lot of us, when we
first start out. We know we can make money.
But we don’t really make a plan for it.
There has to be money spent and effort
exerted to trade value for more value. There
has to be a plan for how we are going to
manage our trading business.4
Patience

4

If you ever want to read the most eloquent and in-depth

explanation of money and how it has value, read Atlas
Shrugged, specifically the speech by Francisco d’Anconia at the
party regarding the origins of money. It’s available online to
read or listen to. My favorite part of any book. Ever.
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The second step of running your trades like
inventory is having patience. Products are not
sold off of the shelves in an orderly fashion that
allows perfect prediction or planning for the
future. No one really knows when an item will
be sold once it’s been stocked. This is where
the ability to not mess with a trade and fight
getting antsy will pay off huge in your trading
career. I’m sure you have heard the saying that
this is the only profession where we get paid to
wait. Well, if you haven’t, now you have, and
it’s the God’s honest truth. Once we take a
position, it’s our job to manage that position,
not get rid of it at the first sign of problems OR
profits.
One of the biggest mistakes an inventory
trader can make is to treat an inventory set up
like a scalp. What do I mean by that?
Let’s say I am building my position on the
NZDUSD long as shown on the next page.
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If it takes me three days and multiple trade
entries to build my position, is the smartest
strategy then to sell those pieces of inventory
for five or 10 pip gains the second they go into
profit? Maybe one or two but don’t unload all
of them. Here is how I combat that. I call it the
1to1 rule. If I take on a position and it
immediately goes into profit, I can take it off
whenever I want to. Scalping it is probably
going to be my first inclination and when it
gets to 10 or maybe 20 pips I am going to let it
go. But if I build a position and I get drawn
down for two days, I want to leave that trade
on for two days as it works in my favor,
assuming it does not break down again. That
may not be right for everyone but it keeps me
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from jumping the gun on my winners.
Profit
And finally, Profit. This is the time where all of
the planning and waiting pays off. We never
get here if we do not become very good at steps
one and two (which again are become
comfortable with a drawdown and learn some
frickin patience). Why does this matter?
Because we as traders have a horrible habit of
wanting instant gratification. Buy the EURUSD
today and sell it today for a profit. Is that
possible? Absolutely, I and many traders I
know do it all the time. It is called “day trading”
for crying out loud. That’s scalping and that
can be a part of inventory for us, basically like
a craigslist flip. I was just talking to Matt
Lacoco the other day and he compared his
thinking on trading to a “craigslist flipper”.
Basically what he was saying is that he looks
for a deal and then looks to flip it the same day
for a profit. Same principles apply but just on a
condensed time table. What I am talking about
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here as an inventory trader is more of a swing
style that has a continuous motion. Selling
highs and as it moves down, letting go of those
pieces and then buying for a hold to move the
other direction. A patient process that has an
inventory curve like a retailer. Let me illustrate
below.

A store must keep a constant flow of inventory.
That means that every day, every week, every
month there is a delicate dance of cash in from
sales and cash out to purchase the next round
of inventory.
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Trading is not much different. We must buy
inventory, preferably before it is in demand.
We must wait it out, experience some
drawdown sometimes, and let the demand
develop. And finally, we unload our held
inventory for a profit, paying back all money
spent on the transaction including spreads,
commissions, and possibly rollover interest
incurred on the trade. Here is an example of
the trading cash curve:

I truly do believe that this is one of the most
fundamental mistakes a new trader makes: not
understanding how the trading business
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model works. Here is why.
Most people come to the markets in search of
a reprieve from a job they don’t like. They look
at trading as a way to make their own way and
control their own destiny. That’s great. I’m
totally on board with that - but here is the
problem. The employee mindset doesn’t work
here purely from the perspective of how they
have been trained to think about how money is
actually made. If I am an employee of a
company, which I have been before, I usually
don’t understand the cost of goods sold line on
the P&L statement and even if I do, I am not
slapped in the face with it every morning when
I walk in the way the guy who runs the
business is. Or put more simply, most
employees don’t realize that every day it costs
money to make money. When we show up to
jobs every day, does it cost us anything? I mean
besides gas and money for lunch most days.
Which one looks more like trading? Do you or
I as an employee have to walk in the front door
to our place of employment and drop $50 on
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the table just to have the chance of making
money that day? No. Who does? The business
owner. The business owner has an outlay of
capital every day to try and get work done.
Wages, benefits, rent, supplies, these are all
upfront costs that the business must incur just
to be able to work that day.

What are we as traders? We are business
owners! It’s our job to walk into our place of
business and know that we will pay
commissions, we will pay spreads, and we will
be forced to sit through some drawdowns on
our accounts. It is our COGS, it is our cost of
doing business. If you want a straight line to
daily profits, be an employee. If you want the
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challenge of running a business and managing
through the strategy of how to best employ
your cash, then trading is a great vehicle to do
that.
This is why I find the retail model so easy to
understand when it comes to trading. Very
simply, when I show up to work in the
morning, everything I do is going to cost me
some amount of money.
I hope this has been helpful and can shed some
new light on why trading IS a business and
should be approached as such.
Next, let’s take a look at how – and why – I open
trades when I do. I call it the “inventory
method.”
.
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CHAPTER 4:
HOW I TRADE USING
THE INVENTORY METHOD
FX Market Dynamics
I want to start off with my fundamental
premise of the FX market. This is the most
obvious and simple of all market principles but
the
most
commonly
forgotten
and
undervalued. You might put the book down
after I say this but remember what seemingly
every trading education tool and website said?
BUY LOW AND SELL HIGH. Yes, I went there. I
used the oldest line in the book about trading.
That one makes any long time trader want to
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leave the room because it’s over used and
under explained and very under-utilized. I will
argue that it’s only frustrating because we
know it’s true yet we can’t seem to find a way
to make that happen. But that’s our job,
whether we like it or not. So my only goal is to
find a way to buy areas on charts where price
is cheap and sell areas where price is
expensive. Again, remember this is highly
subjective to movement on multiple
timeframes. I will discuss this in more detail
later on.
The purpose of the trading section of this book
is very simple. I want to share with you a set of
principles that I use, that I learned bits and
pieces from other successful traders and then
gave it my own life and own terminology. The
most important thing to remember is the word
principle. It’s not a rule, it’s an overreaching
idea that I live and function by. It’s a system of
thought turned into action, not just a set of
thoughtless actions. I hope that makes sense.
Does it get messy sometimes? You bet. But the
principle never changes. That’s what my
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trading is based on, principles, not rules.
I want to give some information here that will
hopefully help open the eyes of the cynical,
desperate trader, who feels like they will never
“time the market right” and whose “stop loss
always gets hit right before the trade goes to
the profit target”. I want to attempt to bring
freedom to someone else’s trading the way
that it came to me.
I hope this helps
In this chapter I will discuss:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How I find my daily market direction
How I set up my charts
How I enter a trade
Stop Losses
Risk and Money management

How I Determine Market Direction
I approach every trade situation from one
basic principal: the market, any market, is a
huge oscillator. Oscillate is defined in the
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dictionary as “swinging or to move to and fro,
as a pendulum does.” The stochastic oscillator,
CCI, MACD, these are all classic oscillators that
we put on our charts. So what do I mean when
I say the market is a huge oscillator? Simply it
just moves back and forth. It almost never ever
moves in a straight line, at least not over
periods of time.
This is the Fundamental Tenant of the
Inventory set of principles. It will move from
extreme to extreme and those extremes
always vary and will be in direct relationship
to other timeframes. For instance, an extreme
on a 1 minute chart is just the first tick of a
move on a 1 hour chart and that one hour chart
may be fighting the overreaching trend on the
daily chart. I view different time frames with
different intentions.
To summarize my analysis of charts on a daily
basis, just remember three key points:
1. Big Time Frames (Monthly, Weekly, Daily.
Especially Daily)- Tsunami waves, always trust
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their direction and use them to get the flow,
again, especially daily charts.
2. Mid-Range Time Frames (4 hour, 1 hour,
15 min)- These are planning charts. These are
the road maps I want to follow when I get to
my actual trading
3. Short Term Charts (5 minute and 1
minute)- All trades are actually executed on
these charts based on the input from the
tsunami wave and the road map charts.
That is why the first part of any inventory
trader’s routine is to always start every day
with an awareness of the flow of price from the
longest time frame to the shortest. Simply,
what is price doing and what is the path of
least resistance? What side of the oscillator is
price on the daily chart? Is the flow of price
generally up? Is price reaching a level of
support? What are potential fib levels that are
in play that day. Is price near weekly highs? Is
it sideways? These things must be comfortably
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determined before any trading can take place
for that day.
Price oscillates for many different reasons and
to try to determine all of them is another
exercise in false precision. I don’t try and
understand why price will move from one
level to another, I just know it will and I have
to be prepared to take advantage of that move.
Examples of areas where price can change
direction include support and resistance
levels, pivot points, moving averages,
Fibonacci levels, etc. To go into my charts
every day and try to predict for sure that price
will pivot at any one of these is false precision.
Do I know price will pivot off of one of them
today? Yes. Do I pretend to know which one?
No. On the next page you will see a couple of
examples of oscillation.
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This is a daily USD/JPY chart:

And an example of the oscillator principle on
the 5 minute USD/JPY chart:
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One point of clarification here that will
hopefully save some people some time and
money. The stochastic oscillator is not on the
chart to make trading decisions off of. It is
simply a lagging indicator that shows how
price has moved in the past. It’s what I chose to
look at to represent the movement of price in
the past to make future trading decisions off of.
What do I mean? Just because the stochastic is
buried one way or the other does not mean it
is always going to reverse and is always a
trade. I actually want to avoid the concept of
always in trading. I have yet to see an “always”
that works. Account must be taken of price
action and the movement of the stochastic
oscillator on other time frames as well.
All I am trying to show is that price moves up
and down, from extreme to extreme and as
traders, that is all we need to be able to make
money. Now that I’ve shown you why I believe
whole heartedly in buy low and sell high and
that the way to take advantage of that is by
approaching the market as a huge oscillator,
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let’s look at what I put on my chart to
determine the areas of cheap and expensive.
The Indicators:
The name of the game for me, if you haven’t
noticed already, is the simpler the better. No
false precision, just flow and allow and my
indicators are an extension of that principle.
I use moving averages on the price candles and
a stochastic oscillator set to 8,3,3 and I look at
them across 8 timeframes. That’s all. I use 4
simple moving averages: 200, 100, 55, & 20
and I use one exponential moving average set
to 34. I usually have this colored on my screen
in gold and refer to it as the golden ma because
I use this one most frequently. I have this set
up across all time frames: monthly, weekly,
daily, 4 hour, 1 hour, 15 minute, 5 minute, and
1 minute.
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Here is what my chart looks like with the
moving averages added to a USD/JPY 5 min
chart:

I will say the same thing here that I said about
the stochastic oscillator earlier. These moving
averages are lagging indicators and should not
be the sole reason you enter a trade. They are
not the reason I enter a trade but they are part
of my analysis to determine price flow.
Remember, a successful, full time trader is
really a full time research analyst and has
perfected the art of patience and the plan of
attack. The actual pushing buttons is just a
hobby. Don’t use these as a reason for pushing
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buttons, I use them as part of my price flow
analysis.
Entries:
I wish I had better news for you but my entries
are not set in stone. Like I have said before, this
is a set of principles, not rules. But let me try to
let you in to how I would take a trade. I will
look for times when I can clearly determine the
flow on a one or four hour chart. Once I have
done that, I will move to the five minute or
even better the one minute charts and find
places where price has moved to an extreme
and start taking small inventory trades. To try
and explain this, I’m going to put two charts up.
The first, is a one hour chart that I would
consider to be in a directional flow.
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This chart is a USD/JPY one hour chart from
late July, 2014.

Simple. Straight forward. The moving averages
are all giving me the signal that price is headed
up. I hope that is easy to see. This is where
some inventory traders try to complicate
things and sell these tops and attempt to fade
moves. I have seen some traders give no
thought to where a one or four hour chart is
headed and just blindly sell the peaks. It did
not turn out well to say the least. Inventory
trades must be well planned, otherwise moves
can eat up accounts. I have seen it many times.
What areas do I look for then? I look for price
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to be heading back toward the moving
averages. Like I mentioned earlier, the 34 ema,
or my golden ema, is a place that I love to take
inventory. When price is flowing up like shown
above, I will take inventory on all pullbacks
toward that ma. Other areas of inventory
accumulation will happen at points marked on
the chart below. It’s not all the time that these
areas are hit so my trade size may be small as
price moves in my favor but that’s ok.
Inventory is inventory. Just turn it.
This is a USD/JPY one hour chart with places
that I look to add inventory
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After I determine where I want to take my
trades, I will then drop down to a five minute
chart and look for price action IN THE
OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF WHERE I EXPECT
THE ONE HOUR TO GO. Make sense? If I
believe that price is headed up this USD/JPY
one hour chart, I am going to be looking to buy
big dips on the five minute chart. Let me show
you what I mean below.
Five Minute USD/JPY chart showing big, nasty
price dips and change of direction candles

This is where it is important to determine
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beforehand why I entered the trade. Was it a
furniture store swing? Or was it a Dollar Store
scalp? If it’s a swing, I am going to watch price
move up and down and I will take all three of
these setups and hold them. If I am scalping, I
will get out after price has moved in my
direction for 5-10 pips. Just turning inventory.
Remember, both types of trades, the scalp and
the swing, are planned on the longer charts. I
believe that price is moving up on the one hour
so I want to scalp in that direction but if I am
swinging for a profit target on that one hour
chart, then I need to hold these and buy every
massive dip I can find along the way followed
by a bar that changes the direction of price. I
believe these bars are commonly referred to as
engulfing or piercing patterns. I just call them
buy and sell signals.
Risk and Money Management:
There is no exact science here to risk
management as I will explain later on, I use no
stop loss orders. So how do I manage risk?
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How do I manage profit and loss? Risk simply
has no management. I have no set number of
pips I am willing to risk. I have seen traders let
inventory trades go hundreds and in some
cases thousands of pips against them in super
moves. Think of it this way, once inventory is
purchased by a store, there is no way out
except to sell it. They may have to find better
inventory and sell that at a quicker, more
profitable pace to help keep the pain from an
unwanted pair of shoes sitting on their shelves
for months but that’s the name of the game.
Problem solving. Active management. There is
no put a trade on and then walk away. If it is
not going in my favor, I have to actually deal
with that trade in a fully focused way.
How do I do that?
It’s just like I said above. Active inventory
management or what others refer to as
washing out the bad trades. How does this
happen?
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Active Inventory Management (or AIM) takes
a high amount of skill and more than a couple
hours of practice and it also takes a fair
amount of plain old guts. To be a fairly active
trader is a daunting task at first but is a way to
get out a bad trade and it is basically the only
way to manage risk in the absence of a stop
loss. It would take another book to accurately
describe in words how to wash trades but let
me see if I can summarize it. Basically, I scalp
my way out.
A swing trade gone wrong- Let’s say I
purchased EURUSD in an enormous
downtrend and price continues to move
against me because I lost my head, I was
human and thought well, things can’t go down
forever… and I was wrong. So I have a trade or
a couple of positions that are negative.
I use price action trade signals on my 1 min
charts to make three, five, 11 pips over and
over and then I reach back into my losing
swing trade and close out proportionate pieces
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of that trade. If the total loss on the swing is
$150 on a half standard let’s say, and the scalp
trade I just took made me $14, I can go in and
wash two or three micros. So the math works
like this: made $14, and with my 30 pip loss on
the half standard, one micro is worth $3 so if I
wash two micros that a $6 booked loss on my
$14 booked profit. Net positive $8 dollars and
my losing trade is now smaller.
Wash. Rinse Repeat.
Now I understand washing trades is not for
everyone. Some moves can be so strong and so
forceful that not even a good washing machine
can keep up with all of the problems created. If
it is something that doesn’t sound appealing to
you, that’s awesome. Just make sure you set a
stop that only allows the entire position to run
1-2% against you. If you stop out, it was bad
inventory and it was time to move on. Much
better than getting the store repossessed. If
you choose to use a stop order, please
disregard the next section.
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Stop Losses:
This one is easy. I don’t use them. I do not
believe there is a trade I cannot work my way
out of. Active Inventory Management and the
use of entries that are both better in price and
progressively larger than the initial entries are
what I use instead of stop losses. It takes work
and concentration but it is how I choose to run
my store.
What do I want you to take away from this
chapter?
I spent more time on this chapter than any
other in the book. I was unsure of the direction
I wanted to take when it comes to giving
trading advice. I decided I really don’t want to
give trading advice. I never set out to write this
to give anyone the keys to financial success. I
just wanted to share an opinion, a view on how
I perceive the market. That’s it. At the end of
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this, I want you to take what I have shown and
apply it to your style of trading. I want you to
have a few more principles to rely on, not a
new set of rules to follow.
I have tried to make this chapter about what I
do and how I do it, not about how you should
apply this to your day to day operations as a
trader. I hope it has been helpful.
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CHAPTER 5:
TYPES OF RETAILERS
We are the purchasing managers for our FX
accounts. We have to determine what and how
much and when a product comes to our stores
(trading accounts) and we bear the
responsibility for the outcome of that
inventory.
There are two different major types of stores
that I want to show here in an attempt to show
two different ways that you or I could run
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inventory in our trading accounts.
These retailers must have patience and
planning to get the best price and availability
for the products they need and each one of
them has a much different stated objective in
what they buy, why they buy it, and how they
manage turns of inventory and profitability.
The two types are:
1) Any Local High End Store
2) Walmart
Let’s cover these one at a time.
Why does this matter? Why should we think
about the different kinds of retailers in the
world? Because it’s part of our strategy. I have
to, as a retailer, identify with a model. One
model. Trading is not as profitable if you are
trying to be a high-end retail trader AND a lowcost, high turnover retail trader at the same
time. Tiffany’s, the high-end jewelry store,
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would lose a lot of revenue if it started trying
to be the low-cost leader. Wal-Mart would fail
if it suddenly decided to start selling
everything at four times the price.
I could run both styles in separate accounts but
they cannot be mixed in the same trading
account. Why? Because I will lose the needed
conviction for which style I am trading.
The tendency is to get lax and let a scalp turn
into a swing because it has gone against you so
now you need to give it time. Inventory
managers can’t change the plan in the middle.
Once the inventory is on the shelf, it has to be
managed according to the original plan (quick
turnover or long-term). If I’m managing my
local Wal-Mart and I get Halloween candy in
and the day comes and goes and I haven’t sold
all of the product, should I turn that purchase
into a swing trade for the next year? NO! That
inventory will go bad. Let it go for a discount
and move on. A loss if you have to even. Just
move on from it. It was started as a scalp
(short-term trade). It cannot be changed in the
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middle of the trade. Do not turn a short term
trade into a long term trade.

Local High End Furniture Store
When it comes to trading, what characteristics
would clue me in that someone trades like a
high end retailer? There are two main factors
that determine whether a trader operates as a
high end retailer or not: How many products
they trade regularly and what time horizon
they trade from. Let me explain.
How many financial instruments does a high
end retail type trader usually trade? One?
Two? Maybe three. These types of traders are
specialists that have studied and operated in
one area for an extended period of time. They
know the products. They know the movements
and the reasons behind those movements. And
they are never surprised because the day to
day fluctuation of the price of their inventoried
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assets does not concern them in the least. They
take on very calculated, large size pieces of
inventory because they only need to trade
them in a couple times a year. They don’t turn
that inventory the way Walmart would. They
hold it for the big moves. They want to sell that
piece of furniture into enormous demand in 6
months after a famous musician promotes one
of their pieces and the value is at a point where
regular demand would never drive it. They not
only participate in the moves, they themselves
carry enough weight to help create them.
These traders are pros. They understand the
inevitability of drawdown and know how to
manage the day to day cash flow operations so
as to never be in a position to have to let that
inventory go before they have made the
decision to, they never have that decision
made for them, even if it’s at a loss.
As I mentioned, these traders have a highly
developed sense of patience and a real
propensity for successful strategic planning.
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They plan and monitor their trades from the
daily charts. They may use a five or fifteen
minute chart to actually but the inventory, but
after that, once a day they may flip on the
computer and check to see what the wind is
telling them but there is never a time when a
price spike or wick on a five minute chart is
ever going to change their mind. They are
diligently
focused
and
painstakingly
committed to the long term gain from this turn
of inventory.

Walmart
Until writing this, I had never really
contemplated the business model of a store
like Walmart. The largest retailer in the U.S.
and maybe the world, I know they are huge, I
know they have inventory down to a science,
and that they should be looked to for an
understanding of how inventory works. They
have so much stuff in their store. Why is it
there and what is the strategy behind it?
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Walmart is a full frontal assault on our
shopping senses. Walk into Walmart and you
can walk out with everything needed to fix a
car, grill a burger, and go camping next
weekend. Oh, and clothe the entire family.
What about their business model? They
choose to stock everything. I mean everything.
I believe that this is an attempt to draw more
customers through the door for one specific
item and then get them to walk out with 10
more they don’t need. “In for one, out with 10”
is probably a mission statement for Walmart.
As a trading account, this would be the type of
inventory system that has open trades on a lot
of currency pairs – maybe trading 10-15 pairs
at a time, with some long and short trades,
maybe even some hedge trades (trades in each
direction simultaneously), and this account
would be waiting every day for the right move
on any one of those trades to take profit.
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This trader would put much less thought into
what type of inventory went into the store.
They would just literally be thinking, “Do I
have something on my shelves to sell that
day?”
This would be accomplished by being very
active every day to make sure that new trades
were being taken as older ones are being
closed. There is a method here but it’s thin and
not really all that necessary in the big scheme
of things. This mentality says, “I need
inventory every day and I need to turn it for
smaller profits and on higher volume.” This
model may require something like 10 plus
turns a year and it would seem chaotic most of
the time to an outside observer.
What is the difference in models for a high end
local retailer? If I, as the inventory manager,
purchase a couch for $2200 and the retail price
tag is $2,500 and I know that it will take 75
views of this couch on my floor to get it sold for
that price, is it the best idea to sell it to the 5 th
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person to view it for $2,300? No way. I cannot
turn a swing into a scalp. It will hurt me in the
long run. It may feel good to move the
inventory, but that $200, that was all profit
that I missed out on because of impatience. Do
not turn a long term trade into a short-term
trade.
NOTE: Of course, if a retailer finds that this
high-end couch is damaged, then it makes
sense to discount it and move on. Likewise, if
you are in a long-term trade and you realize
your entry was as mistake, close it out and
move on, and by all means treat it like a shortterm trade.
Moral of the story: Decide what kind of shop
you want to run. If you’re a turn-and-burn
scalper like Wal-Mart with Halloween candy,
sell it and move on, no matter what. If you
stock fine items in your inventory that need to
sit for a while to get the price you expect, let
them sit. Never turn a scalp into a swing, nor a
swing into a scalp.
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Remember, the washing technique above does
not contradict this idea. The swing stays a
swing and the scalp a scalp. I only use the scalp
to lessen the swing. No trade ever gets its
initial intention changed.
.
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CHAPTER 6:
DOES YOUR BROKER MATTER?

Last week I took a few days off from writing
this book, because my broker blew up. It will
be sent into receivership and liquidation with
my capital still tied up there. On the day this
happened, a Friday, I was 4% away from my
first account double that had taken me seven
weeks to accomplish. The next Monday, it was
all gone. The biggest single trading loss of my
career, and not even from a trade.
Why am I bringing this up? Because like most
setbacks, I believe this was a setup for a great
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lesson that has forced me to add a new level of
detail to my business model.
The inventory mindset says there is no profit
too small to close a trade for. Like Wal-Mart,
which creates great profits by obtaining many
small margin sales and then repeats the
process over and over, we never turn down a
profit. What does the broker have to do with
this?
Once you make that deposit into your
brokerage, you have to treat your deposit as
risk capital. Capital at risk. Even if it is not
currently in a trade. How is this like a retailer?
Once their capital, their free cash goes into a
piece of inventory, that cash is at risk. The
truck shipping the supplies could be
destroyed. The store could burn down. Every
piece of inventory is purchased before money
is made and therefore is “at risk” 100% of the
time. So, long story short, there could be a
thousand things that go wrong tomorrow that
wipe out your trading business opportunity
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and most are not in your control. How do I
combat it?
Well, I had to learn this lesson the hard way so
please take this as cheap advice and put it to
use.
Never ever have all of your capital in one
brokerage account. I don’t care if Pope Leopold
the 15th himself is backing it, never do it.
Luckily I escaped this scenario with at least
some of my capital. I had 50% of my risk
capital at this brokerage so by the end of the
next week, I was back up and running with the
other 50%. I’m not saying it didn’t hurt. Damn
it hurt. But I was not out of the game
completely, and as it sits right now, I am three
days into the new account and have almost
20% gains.
Never ever put all your eggs in one basket and
always, always leave yourself enough
somewhere to get back in the game
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immediately if something goes wrong. There
that’s the easy one.
I had several friends that were affected by this
same broker. All more than I was and I was
talking with them about it a few days after we
found out and out of that conversation came
this trading principle that I will live by for the
rest of my life.

“Take profit on your trades, take
profit on your account. And like Kenny
Rogers said, never count your money
while you’re sitting at the table”

So now, it’s not my money until I’ve taken
profit on my account and it’s sitting in another
FDIC insured account. As traders, I’ve found
we have this bad habit of wanting to be
“account builders” rather than people who
suck liquidity out of the market. Is it ego?
Maybe. It’s like everything else in America
right? Bigger is better. If I have a 400k account
then I am a more powerful trader than the guy
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who only has 22k in his account right? What if
that guy has used that 22k dollar tool to suck
$1m dollars out of the markets over the last 5
years? What if she has come to the realization
that it’s not about the status of having a bigger
account, it’s about understanding what you are
capable of doing with a certain tool and then
repeating and repeating that skill. And what
happens when the guy with the 400k account
makes a mistake and losses half? Or his broker
goes down in a fiery ball of crap and that
account is now zero? Who is better off?
Retail businesses know that there is risk
capital and there is cash on hand that is pure,
free, and clear profits. Make sure you know the
difference.
.
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CHAPTER 7:
TRADING – AN ART OR A SCIENCE?
Indicators have a tendency to provide traders
what I call the false security of false precision.
What is false precision? Easy. It’s the attempt
to be precise about something that neither
asked for it nor will respond in king. Let me
explain this by asking a question: do you think
of trading as an art or a science? Let’s define
both of them and see if we can find out. Science
is defined as "knowledge about or study of the
natural world based on facts learned through
experiments and observation" by MerriamWebster dictionary. Let’s dig in right there for
a second, especially the part about facts
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learned through experiment and observation."
This is the very definition of rules. We observe
things, we see what happens, and then we
make rules surrounding these observations to
try and predict the outcomes. As human beings
we want to make all of these safeguards
against risk and peril that create a framework
of false precision that we think we can rely on.
When in reality, all we really want is to be able
to blame something other than ourselves
when it doesn't work! "Well that loss was
expected because it was a part of my rules....
really? Change your rules…
Ok. That's enough on science. I think you get
where I'm coming from.
Let’s move on to art. What is art? Let’s go to the
dictionary one more time. Merriam- Webster
defines art as "something that is created with
imagination and skill and that is beautiful or
that expresses important ideas or feelings".
Man that sounds strangely familiar. Maybe it's
because every successful trader I've ever
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known has approached trading this way.
Let's compare them. When I put the definition
of science up against the definition of art and
run trading through the middle, trading for me
leans way more heavily towards art. What if an
artist is painting a picture?
They
must anticipate what comes next and layer in
the proper colors and brush strokes to make
the painting come to life. If not, all they are
doing is a kids paint by number, and no one
will ever pay for or respect that kind of
painting the way they do a Van Gogh....
Now, how we all view trading is very different.
If you want to create rules, go for it. I'm not
here to stop you. All I am trying to do is relay
the experience I have both had personally and
seen in the trading community around me. And
I can only say all of this because I have been on
both sides of this coin.
When I started out trading, I wanted it to be
science. Observable. Measurable. Predictable.
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Something I could make hard, fast rules for and
stick by and win or lose based on how good my
rules were. We see it all around the trading
world. Black boxes, algorithms, HFT's. These
vehicles have been used in an attempt to turn
the market into science. Some succeed. Most
don't. I know this because I have done it. I
conceptualized, had someone program, tested,
and ran an EA. I spent a year in that process
and came out more frustrated than I went in.
Did the EA work? According to 10 years of back
testing on the EURUSD it sure did. But when I
turned it on, I wanted it to perform like an
artist and not the robot that it was.
So how do retail traders like you and I avoid
this trap of turning to false precision and let art
and owning our risk permeate our trading
lives? My success has come from something
very simple.
Making trading scientific and not skillful and
imaginative comes down to the use of
indicators. I used to use indicators to try and
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make my trading rules. Remember those?
Those things that are observable, absolute,
unchanging and lead us to our desired
consequence? That's what I wanted. But I
never got it....
Most of the time with the systems that I used
to create and the systems I see today, you
could literally take price off the chart. All of the
emphasis was on the action of the lagging
indicator. Did you catch that? Indicators are
lagging, not future telling. It was never about
what current price was doing. That was my
biggest mistake. In my effort to science-ize my
trading, I left out the only thing that mattered:
what was price doing in the current candle I
was looking at? So many methods I see today
could actually take price off the chart all
together because every decision is based on
what an indicator is doing. I know because
shamefully, I tried to do it!
So what should I do? Focus on price and let the
indicators be your structure. Your lens
through which you see price. This is very
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important so I'm going to do one of those bold
quote things here:

"Do I, as a trader, use price as
the lens through which I try to trade
my indicator signals?”

Or

“Do I, as a trader, use indicators as
my lens through which I trade my
price signals?"

Is trading my art or my science? All of the
great traders I know trade from the
subconscious. They apply their skill and
imagination to anticipate prices moves and
use only the price to enter and exit trades.
That's what I do. Trading is no longer my
science, it’s my art.
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CHAPTER 8:
THE PROBLEM WITH
FALSE PRECISION
I remember when I first became interested in
stocks and investing, back before I knew
anything about FX and actual trading, I went to
all the usual sources for information. One of
them was Jim Cramer on CNBC because we all
start sometime early in our journeys watching
CNBC because they know more than us right?
Hahaha. I would trade against most of those
“experts” any day… Anyway, I read one of
Cramer’s books and it had a reference in it
about sports and trading, I even believe it was
about hockey. The idea was that trading was
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like hockey because we have to play offense
and defense at the same time. I agree
completely with that but I think there is more.
I believe real trading ability that people learn
is instinctive, like playing hockey or football
(these are the two I will talk about most
because these are the ones I know most about).
A defensive play call in football is a great
illustration. The only thing the coaches can do
is put the players in the best position to make
the play. There is only a set script up to a
certain point and then instinct and ability have
to take over. False precision would kill the
efforts of any defensive football player. Here’s
how. When that player lines up at the
beginning of the play, they have a
responsibility in the play call to defend a
certain area of the field or aspect of the
opposing team’s formation. Basically what that
means is the have the general idea of what they
are supposed to be doing but as soon as the
action starts, instinct usually has to take over.
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It’s the same with trading, or at least it is if you
are trading properly. I have learned to look at
charts in terms of areas, places that things
should happen, no different than a defensive
football player does when they walk to the line.
These are the areas I’m interested in, now it’s
up to me and my instinct developed through
practice that will be the deciding factor on
whether a trade, or a play, is successful. There
are no guarantees. There has never been a
“precise” area on a chart to enter a trade. It
doesn’t exist in my opinion. I searched for it
though. Over and over. Test after test. Trade
after trade. “I have to be able to figure this out!”
I wanted to be precise, and that is impossible.
What happens when we don’t have the
practice and experience to develop instinct?
Hesitation, fear, over compensation all become
our go to reactions. When I was learning these
principals, I tried so hard to find the magic
indicator formula to stop me from losing. The
greatest indicator story of all time comes from
my attempt to trade a 50 period shift on
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Bollinger bands. In my attempts to find
perfection I did a lot of out of the box things
trying to get the perfect trading system. And
then one day it happened. I thought I had found
the fail proof, never lose system I had really
been searching hard to find. The Holy Grail if
you will. I couldn't lose with this system. It
seriously back tested at a 99% win rate. But
there was one problem and I want you to see if
you can spot it on the chart below.
This is so embarrassing...
I did a lot of work on historical charts with
these Bollinger band settings. It was great.
Every time it touched the band price went the
other way. Every time. And then I put it on real
time and this is what I saw. In my efforts to
make the Bollinger bands do exactly what I
wanted in the past, I totally lost all ability to
trade the present. Can you believe that? That's
some BB's with a -50 shift. Someone please
explain to me why the hell that's even
possible... Great memories.
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So this idea is what I call false precision. This is
not so much a root cause of fear and hesitation
as much as it's the way we tend to try to deal
with those enemies. I see it all the time. False
precision is a transfer of risk of outcome. I have
talked about this before too. We have a
tendency to transfer the risk of outcome to
anyone who will accept it now a days.
Insurance companies, a boss, government, our
churches. Anyone who we can look at and say
"just in case I can't make it, you can make it for
me". Sound terrible? Let me say this, I am not
against any of the people or organizations on
the list above, but they do suck out our ability
to be responsible for outcomes.
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So again back to trading. What is false
precision in trading? Simply, it’s the improper
use of indicators. One of my big AHA! Moments
was when I realized that indicators could not
help me make a decision in the present. When
two moving averages cross, it’s not an
indication of current price action. The move is
over. You’re late. But we need this for some
reason. We need these lines and colors and
bars and all of these outside resources to
confirm what we know: when price goes up,
it’s time to sell, and when price goes down its
time to buy. We "transfer the risk" of our
decisions to these lines and say well, if it
doesn't work that's because the system has a
loss rate and my stop loss was properly placed
and blah blah blah.... The indicators were a
transfer of risk. The stop was a transfer of risk.
The fact that you put no work into
understanding that system you just bought
and went live on it is a transfer of risk.
Basically it just means I didn't have the stones
to manage through the trade and own the
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outcome. You traded too big (from above) and
then you gambled and got emotional. I have
been through drawdowns that would have
made me lose my mind six months ago but
today, I know it won’t kill me and I know that
no matter what, I can make decisions that will
get me out of that trade better than I sit right
now. Don't let an indicator steal the best
trading tool anyone has, your ability to stand
strong and make decisions and manage
through tough times.
.
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CHAPTER 9:
HOW TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
INVENTORY TRADING
Contact
me
any
shonn@shonncampbell.com

time

at

Twitter: @fx_operator
www.tradinglifeownit.com
is where I write a regular blog about trading
and offer products that inspire traders on in
their journey.
www.fxinventorytrading.com
is where I post on a daily basis with inventory
trading ideas. Sort of a place to talk about what
trades I’m looking at what I’ve taken.
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